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Gentle Parenting Vs. Permissive Parenting
These days, we hear a lot about gentle parenting. When
prospective and new parents read about the effectiveness of
gentle parenting, they try to become gentle in their approach. At
times, parents fail to distinguish between permissive and gentle
parenting. Many parents unknowingly practice permissive
parenting instead of gentle parenting.
Permissive parenting means mostly letting your children have
their own way. A permissive parent can be the one who lets their
kids do what they like just to prevent them from crying. They
believe that children will learn by themselves to behave
appropriately as they grow older. Therefore, permissive parents
offer very little direction or guidance.
The term “gentle parenting” started gaining prominence in recent
years. If we look closely, when done right, with empathy, love,
and respect, gentle parenting is authoritative parenting.
Parenting experts and psychologists also use terms like parenting
with understanding and positive parenting for this type of
parenting style.
Gentle/authoritative parents use positive reinforcement,
reasoning, respect, and empathy to guide their children. Kids
raised in this way are more likely to become independent, socially
accepted, well-behaved, academically successful, resilient,
empathetic, and emotionally strong.
More information regarding the four main styles of parenting can
be found online at
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK568743/
What type of parent do you think you are? Have you heard of the
different types of parenting? Do you and your partner share the
same styles? Maybe you are a mix of several different styles.
Every family is unique, and so is every parent! The commonality
we all share is a love for our babies, and the desire to do our
best. Keep going – you’re doing great!
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Our Infant Program
did some amazing
winter art already.
Art is about Sensory
and Discovery. How
does it make you feel?
Why did you use that
material? Ask your
kiddo open ended
questions when they
share their art with
you.

Upcoming Events
• Book Wish List Event- Classrooms will be
posting their Holiday wish List for our
Giving Tree Event. Please check out the
tree starting December. Items will be

•

due December 23rd.

•

• Year of the Rabbit Party- Our kids will be
exploring Chinese New year with food,
music and Art and Jasper the bunny will
be visiting on January 20th.
• Heart Party- Tuesday the 14th our
classroom will be celebrating friendships
at 230pm.
• Dr. Suess Day- Thursday the 2nd. Our
kiddos will be reading throughout, doing
fun activities and special snacks. Feel
free to dress in Suess!

•
•

DECEMBER 23RD AND 26THWINTER HOLIDAY
JANUARY 3rd- NEW YEAR’S
CELEBRATION.
JANUARY 27TH- IN-SERVICE
DAY
FEBRUARY 20THPRESIDENTS DAY

What LPW KIDS love about WINTER!
Here’s a wonderful
winter Book!
SNOW
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Juniper-“Snow.”
Reiner- “Getting presents.”
Zoe- “That we get to make snowmans and throw
snowballs.”
Dean-“I like to play and I like to…I don’t know.”
Charlie- “Christmas”
Elliot- “That you can do snowball fights.”
Quinten- “To play in the snow.”
Alex- “ I like the squirrels walking and some
animals moving in and I like the trees that’s
growing.”
Porter- “Sleeping.”
Asher- “To play in the snow…I like to eat snow
too.”
Ruby- “Jackets.”
Killian- “Playing in the snow.”
Lucian- “That we get to play in the snow.”
Evelyn- “The trees falling.”
Micah-“Snow.”

DECEMBER- Miss Michaela(1 year)
FEBRUARY- Miss Christina(13 years), Miss Janice (3 years)
MARCH-Miss Mika(1 year), Miss Nika(2 years),Miss Alysha(3 years)

By Uri Shulevitzn
No one thinks one or two
snowflakes will amount
to anything. Not the man
with the hat or the lady
with the umbrella. Not
even the television or the
radio forecasters. But
one boy and his dog
have faith that the snow
will amount to something
spectacular, and when
flakes start to swirl down
on the city, they are also
the only ones who know
how to truly enjoy it.
Uri Shulevitz' playful
depiction of a snowy day
and the transformation of
a city is perfectly
captured
in
simple,
poetic text and lively
watercolor and pen-andink illustrations.

LPW Featured Family: Wiggins Family!

!

Featured
Employee of the
Quarter
Congratulations
Miss Mika !

Hi, we are the Wiggins family – Chloe (6-months) just started at LPW this fall – Mom
(Erin), Dad (Clay), big sister Paige and Archer pup.
We live in Broadview and love to play outside at the local parks and beaches – Carkeek is
our favorite. We have a sailboat on lake union and try to get out as much as possible
Our family is from the greater Seattle area so we are lucky to have lots of family and
friends in the area. Grandma and Grandpa live in Poulsbo, and we enjoy taking the ferry
on weekends to get away.
We look forward to getting to know the LPW families and community!

Recipe of the Quarter
BEST FAKE SNOW RECIPE
Ingredients:
•
•
•
•
•

Cookie Tray
Cornstarch
Baking Soda
Water
Cookie Cutters, Pinecones, Plastic Snowflakes

Directions:
1. Pour equal amounts of cornstarch and baking soda onto tray.
2. Mix baking soda and cornstarch with your fingers.
3. Add just enough water so that when you squeeze some of the mixture in your
Hands, you can form a ball.
4. Gently loosen any clumps until your fake snow looks just like real snow.
5. Enjoy.

We are so excited
that Miss Mika was
chosen as she is so
deserving of the
acknowledgement.
Miss Mika has years
of experience in all
age groups. Her
favorite thing about
children is that they
have unconditional
love!😊😊
Miss Mika enjoys
spending time with
her 3 year old son
and husband. She’s a
huge mariner’s fan
and enjoys hiking,
listening to music,
reading and
watching movies or
TV on the weekend.
Thank you for all you
do!!!

